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Abstract
Using a robustness measure based on values of the polar requirement of
amino acids, Freeland and Hurst [11] showed that less than one in one mil-
lion random hypothetical codes are better than the standard genetic code. In
this paper, instead of comparing the standard code with randomly generated
codes, we use an optimisation algorithm to find the best hypothetical codes.
This approach has been used before, but considering only one objective to
be optimised. The robustness measure based on the polar requirement is
considered the most effective objective to be optimised by the algorithm.
We propose here that the polar requirement is not the only property to be
considered when computing the robustness of the genetic code. We include
the hydropathy index and molecular volume in the evaluation of the amino
acids using three multi-objective approaches: the weighted formula, lexico-
graphic and Pareto approaches. To our knowledge, this is the first work
proposing multi-objective optimisation approaches with a non-restrictive en-
coding for studying the evolution of the genetic code. Our results indicate
that multi-objective approaches considering the three amino acid properties
obtain better results than those obtained by single objective approaches re-
ported in the literature. The codes obtained by the multi-objective approach
are more robust and structurally more similar to the standard code.
Keywords: genetic code, genetic algorithms, lexicographic approach,
multi-objective genetic algorithm
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1. Introduction
The genetic code is responsible for mapping the four-letter DNA alphabet
to the 20-letter protein alphabet. Almost all organisms use a unique standard
code; non standard codes are very rare in nature [5, 42, 20, 27]. However,
the differences between these non-standard codes are considerably small and
the similarities between the codes allow us to assume that all codes have a
common origin [40].
The evolutionary context of the standard genetic code’s origins has been
an intriguing question [39]. Many approaches have been proposed in order
to investigate the adaptation of the genetic code [24]. There are three main
theories that are most accepted today. The first one is the stereochemical
theory, which claims that the genetic code structure was determined by the
physicochemical affinity between amino acids and codons or anti-codons [14,
21, 23, 25].
The second one, adopted here, is the adaptive theory. This theory sug-
gests that the genetic code acquired its standard form due to selective pres-
sure to minimise the effects of errors introduced in the production of proteins
[6, 42, 23]. In this theory, the genetic code evolved towards a frozen state or,
in optimisation terminology, towards a local or global optimum.
The third theory, called co-evolution [44], claims that the standard code
evolved under the influence of the pathways of amino acid biosynthesis, to-
gether with the first species. The three theories, which are not mutually
exclusive [10], can be used to explain the robustness of the standard Genetic
Code (SGC ).
One of the most evident features of the SGC is its robustness against er-
rors or mutations. The robustness has been used as evidence to support the
hypothesis that the genetic code has evolved [5]. Considering this hypoth-
esis, two approaches have been used to investigate the relationship between
the robustness and the evolution of the code [33]. The first one is the statis-
tical approach, which estimates the number of random codes better than the
standard genetic code by randomly generating many different codes [11, 18].
The codes are evaluated by a robustness measure. A code A is better than a
code B if the evaluation of the former, denoted f(A), is better than the eval-
uation of the latter, f(B). The other approach is the engineering approach,
where the best genetic codes are obtained using an optimisation algorithm
[33]. The problem with the statistical approach is that it is usually hard
to find a significant number of hypothetical random codes better than the
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standard one by random sampling. On the other hand, when optimisation al-
gorithms are used, it is generally easy to find hypothetical codes more robust
than the SGC.
The engineering approach also needs a measure to evaluate the codes.
Usually, like in the statistical approach, a robustness function based on one
amino acid property is employed. Using the properties: polar requirement
[43], hydropathy index [26], molecular volume [15] or isoeletric point [1],
Haig and Hurst [18] showed that the standard genetic code is more robust
than most random codes for the first three properties, with better results
for the first one. In fact, Santos and Monteagudo, using the engineering
approach, also concluded that the isoeletric point is the only property that is
not good to compute the robustness of the genetic codes [33], and that polar
requirement is the best measure. It is important to highlight that the results
presented in both papers were obtained by using the amino acid properties
individually, i.e, using a single objective approach.
Santos and Monteagudo [33] employed a Genetic Algorithm (GA) to
optimise the robustness function based on the amino acids’ polar requirement
[42, 34].
Other works used other objectives in the engineering approach. In this
sense, the code is also optimised for the kinetic energy in polypeptide chains
[17], compensation between codon-anticodon mismatches and tRNA misacy-
lation [38], and secondary structure formation by mRNAs [19]. In [41], some
intriguing questions about the genome structure are raised and discussed in
the context of gene expression error minimisation.
The polar requirement was shown to be important to determine the or-
ganisation of the genetic code [42, 43, 11]. However, probably it was not the
only factor considered during the evolutionary process. In this context, here
we propose a multi-objective approach to investigate the robustness of the
genetic code. We use a genetic algorithm (GA) as an optimisation algorithm
to obtain hypothetical genetic codes and compare them to the standard ge-
netic code. It is important to highlight that other optimisation algorithms
could be used, but GAs, due to their intrinsic characteristics, e.g., the use
of a population of candidate solutions, are natural approaches to deal with
multi-objective problems [3].
In [31], a multi-objective Pareto approach was used to investigate the
SGC ’s robustness, but with a restrictive encoding. In the restrictive en-
coding, each amino acid is associated to a set of codons and the sets are
the same found in the SGC. Hence, this encoding significantly reduces the
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search space and uses a priori information about the SGC.
In a more recent paper, Santos and Monteagudo [35] included the fitness
sharing technique to explore the fitness landscape of the problem, considering
a robustness function based only on the amino acids’ polar requirement. They
concluded that the SGC is not a deep local minimum in the fitness landscape.
Also, their findings show that robustness based only on the polar requirement
cannot explain the SGC ’s structure by itself.
According to [13], when dealing with multi-objective problems, we can
use three main approaches: (a) the weighted formula approach, which trans-
forms the multi-objective problem into a single objective one; (b) the lexico-
graphical approach, where the objectives are ranked in a priority order; and
(c) the Pareto approach, which considers a set of non-dominated solutions
(details will be given in Section 2). In this context, the main objective of this
article is to investigate the hypothesis that a multi-objective optimisation ap-
proach is useful to study the genetic code’s adaptability, since intuitively it is
more biologically plausible to consider evolution as a multi-objective optimi-
sation process than a mono-objective one. We compared the three proposed
multi-objective approaches, considering their pros and cons. We also used a
non-restrictive encoding with three amino acid properties which seem to be
relevant to the computation of robustness. Regarding implementation, we
used the well-known NSGA-II algorithm as the Pareto-based genetic algo-
rithm, and implemented the weighted formula and lexicopraphic approaches
using a standard genetic algorithm [7].
When comparing our results with previous ones [33], we found better
values of fitness, which means that the best hypothetical solutions evolved
by the GA are closer to the SGC in terms of the used evaluation function. In
addition, the solutions found by the multi-objective approach have frequen-
cies of codons associated with amino acids more similar to the SGC than
those found by the single-objective approach. This result also indicates that
it is not necessary to use a restrictive encoding to reduce the search space of
the problem – a restrictive encoding is frequently used in the literature [31].
Also, it is important to highlight that the multi-objective approach seems to
be more realistic, because it does not seem plausible that the robustness of
the standard genetic code was optimised considering only polar requirement.
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2. Methods
In this work we propose a multi-objective genetic algorithm where the
candidate genetic codes are evaluated by simultaneously considering their
robustness for three properties: polar requirement, hydropathy index, and
molecular volume. Three multi-objective approaches are tested: an weighted
evaluation function, the lexicographic approach, and the Pareto approach.
2.1. Amino acid properties
The values of polar requirement for the amino acids were first defined by
Woese in 1965 [42] from chromatographic experiments. Since then, polar
requirement has been used to explain the genetic code’s structure [33, 18,
12, 8]. By analysing the standard genetic code organisation and the values
of polar requirement for each amino acid (Table 1), one can observe that,
when a codon is mutated, most often the new codon will codify the same
amino acid or one with a similar polar requirement. The robustness of the
code occurs for other amino acids properties too, but it is more evident for
polar requirement.
Here we propose a multi objective approach where genetic codes are eval-
uated by simultaneously considering their robustness for three properties:
polar requirement, hydropathy index, and molecular volume. The hydropa-
thy index is based on the amino acids’ free energy transfer in vapour and
the side chain distribution [26], while the molecular volume is calculated as
the volume of the amino acid residue minus a peptide’s volume [15]. Table
1 shows the polar requirement (PR) values, the hydropathy index (HI) and
the molecular volume (MV) values for each amino acid. All these properties
are dimensionless.
2.1.1. Solution representation
In [33], two types of encoding for genetic codes were used. In the non-
restrictive encoding, each position of the string associated with an individual
(candidate solution representing the genetic code) of the GA takes one out
of 20 labels, each one representing an amino acid. The stop codons are not
considered, i.e., they remain fixed in the same codons associated with them
in the standard code. This explains why there are 61 positions rather than
64, since the 3 positions related to the stop codons are not encoded in the
individuals.
According to [36], considering all possible code combinations there will
be more than 1, 51×1084 possible codes. In the restrictive encoding, in order
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Table 1: Polar Requirement (PR), Hydropathy Index (HI) and Molecular Volume (MV)
values [18].
Amino acid PR HI MV
Ala (A) 7 1.8 31
Arg (R) 9.1 -4.5 124
Asp (D) 13 -3.5 54
Asn (N) 10 -3.5 56
Cys (C) 4.8 2.5 55
Glu (E) 12.5 -3.5 83
Gln (Q) 8.6 -3.5 85
Gly (G) 7.9 -0.4 3
His (H) 8.4 -3.2 96
Ile (I) 4.9 4.5 111
Leu (L) 4.9 3.8 111
Lys (K) 10.1 -3.9 119
Met (M) 5.3 1.9 105
Phe (F) 5 2.8 132
Pro (P) 6.6 -1.6 32.5
Ser (S) 7.5 -0.8 32
Thr (T) 6.6 -0.7 61
Trp (W) 5.2 -0.9 170
Tyr (Y) 5.4 -1.3 136
Val (V) 5.6 4.2 84
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Figure 1: Representation of a fragment of a hypothetical genetic code (individual of the
GA).
to reduce this huge search space, the same groups of codons found in the
standard genetic code are considered. Each group of codons is associated
with one amino acid. Hence, the restrictive encoding uses information in
the standard code to generate hypothetical codes. On the other hand, as
described in [30], the use of this information avoids the main problem with
the non-restrictive encoding, that is: the best hypothetical codes are those
where almost all of the codons are associated with a few amino acids and
most amino acids are associated with only one codon.
In this work, we use the non-restrictive encoding to represent the genetic
codes. We will show in the results section that the unbalanced frequency
problem is solved by using the multi-objective approach. Figure 1 shows an
example of a fragment of genetic code represented using the non-restrictive
encoding approach.
2.2. Robustness-based evaluation fitness function
In order to evaluate the robustness of the genetic code C considering an
amino acid property, we compute the mean square change for the values of
this property. The mean square change, represented by MS(C) and used
in both the statistical and engineering approaches, computes all possible






ij N(i, j, C)
(1)
where X(i, C) is the amino acid property value for the amino acid codified by
the i-th codon of the genetic code C, and N(i, j, C) is the number of possible
replacements between codons i and j, i.e. the total number of nucleotide
replacements necessary to get codon i from codon j.
A lower Ms(C) means that code C is more robust, i.e., a change in a
codon base will not cause a drastic change in the amino acid property. In
robust codes, when a codon is mutated, the new amino acid is generally the
same or one with a similar property value.
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Table 2: Weights used in Mst calculation.
Weight First base Second base Third base
Transitions 1 0.5 1
Transversions 0.5 0.1 1
It is also important to observe that, intuitively, the most robust codes are
those where most codons are associated with the amino acids that are most
important for minimizing Eq. 1, i.e., those with the shortest mean distances
to all others [30]. For this reason, when using a non-restrictive encoding in a
single objective algorithm, the frequencies of some amino acids increase too
much, while the frequencies of some amino acids remain too small.
Although experimental data show that errors in the translational process
occur in a complex manner [32], all base positions have the same impact
when computing Eq. 1. Freeland and Hurst [11] propose weighting the
impact of mistranslations according to the base position when computing
the mean squared error.
2.2.1. Mistranslation and base position errors
Nucleotides are composed by a nitrogenous base, a pentose, and a phos-
phate. The nitrogenous bases are classified in purines and pyrimidines ac-
cording to their structure [28]. The purines Adenine (A) and Guanine (G)
have a pair of fused rings, while Cytosine (C), Thymine (T), and Uracil (U)
contain a single ring [29]. Transition errors occur when a purine is replaced
by another purine or a pyrimidine is replaced by a pyrimidine. On the other
hand, transversion errors occur when a purine is replaced by a pyrimidine or
vice versa. Freeland and Hurst [11] summarised this knowledge as follows:
• Mistranslations of the second base are much less frequent than mis-
translations of the other two bases, whereas mistranslations of the first
base are less frequent than mistranslations of the third base.
• Most mistranslations of the second base are transitional.
• Most mistranslations of first base are transitional.
• The transition bias is very small in the third base mistranslation.
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In order to use this knowledge, Freeland and Hurst proposed a mistrans-
lation weight matrix (Table 2). The weights in Table 2 are used in Equation
2 considering whether a mutation from codon i to j requires first, second
and/or third base mutations, and whether these are transitions or transver-




ij w(i, j)(X(i, C)−X(j, C))
2
∑
ij N(i, j, C)
(2)
where the weight w(i, j) between the amino acids codified by the i-th and
j-th codons for code C is given in Table 2.
The robustness of the standard genetic code, when compared to other
random codes, is better when Eq. 2 is used to evaluate the codes. In this
paper, we use Mst to evaluate the genetic codes.
2.3. Multi-objective genetic algorithms
Due to their intrinsic characteristics, like the use of a set (a population)
of solutions to be optimized in parallel, GAs have been seen as a natural
approach to solve multi-objective optimisation problems [4, 3]. According
to [13], three different approaches are generally used to deal with multi-
objective problems, they are: the weighted formula, the lexicographic and
the Pareto approaches. These three approaches are described next.
2.3.1. The weighted formula approach
This approach transforms a multi-objective problem into a single-objective
one by assigning a weight to each objective. Hence, if we have n objectives
the weighted formula has the form:
f(x) = w1f1(x) + w2f2(x) + . . . wnfn(x) (3)
where wi is the i−th weight and obji is the i−th objective. The main problem
with this approach is to determine the values of wi, which are usually ad-hoc
values.
2.3.2. The lexicographic approach
This approach gives different priorities to the objectives. When two so-
lutions are evaluated, each objective is evaluated according to its priority.
Hence, if a solution A is better than another B according to the objective
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with the highest priority and this difference is significant, then it is not nec-
essary to compare A and B according to the other objectives, solution A
is considered better than B. On the other hand, if the difference between
the evaluations of solutions A and B is not significant when considering the
highest-priority objective, then the solutions are compared according to the
next objective, and so on. Note that in the lexicographic approach it is nec-
essary to have some a priori knowledge about the objectives’ priorities [2],
but there is no need to specify ad-hoc weight values. Users normally find it
much easier to specify the qualitative order of objectives’ priorities than the
numerical values of all objective weights.
2.3.3. The Pareto approach
In this approach the multi-objective problem is not turned into a single
objective problem. Usually more than one non-dominated solutions are found
by the optimisation method, and the set of non-dominated solutions is called
the Pareto front. In order to find the Pareto front, this type of approach
uses the concept of Pareto dominance, where a solution A is considered to
dominate a solution B if A is better than B in at least one of the objectives,
and A is not worse than B in any of the objectives. This approach is more
complex than the other ones, and its complexity increases with the number of
objectives. Furthermore, it is difficult to choose the best solution among the
set of final non-dominated solutions [7, 4]. There are several multi-objective
optimisation algorithms [4]; in ths work, we have chosen the Nondominated
Sorting Genetic Algorithm II (NSGA-II), specially because it has a good
performance when number of objectives is not high [7]. NSGA-II presents
a worst-case time complexity of O(MN2), where M is the population size
and N is the number of objectives. NSGA-II also has a mechanism for the
maintenance of solution diversity and is based on elitism. The NSGA-II
algorithm can be summarized by the following steps [7]:
• An initial population P(0) is generated and sorted in layers (fronts) ac-
cording to dominance. Hence, the first layer represents the solutions
which are not dominated by other solutions. i.e., the best Pareto opti-
mal solution set found so far.
• The population at time t, P(t) is submitted to selection and transforma-
tion operators, generating another population Q(t). Then, a population
P(t) +Q(t) is generated and sorted according to dominance.
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• A new population P(t+1) is created by merging the layers of P(t)andQ(t).
When the number of individuals in the last layer exceeds the population
size, the values of the crowding distance are used to choose the most
diverse individuals. The crowding distance is also used to choose the
most diverse solutions between individuals in the same layer.
The pseudo-code for NSGA-II is shown in Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: NSGA-II (Nondominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm II)
P(0) ← InitializePopulation();
// The population P(0) is created and initialized, the size of P(0) is N
ObjectiveFunctions(P(0));
// Use objective functions to evaluate the population
FastNondominatedSort(P(0));
// The population P(0) is sorted in fronts based on Pareto dominance
Q(0) ← SelectAndTransform(P(0));
// Operators of selection and transformation are applied to P(0) and
// another population Q(0) is generated
ObjectiveFunctions(Q(0));
for t=0 to NumberOfGenerations do
P(t+1) ←Merge(P(t) +Q(t));
// The size of P(t+1) is 2N
ObjectiveFunctions(P(t+1));
FastNondominatedSort(P(t+1));
for i=1 to NumberOfFronts do
if (Size(P(t+1)) + Size(Fronti) < N) then
P(t+1) ← P(t+1) + Fronti ;






The crowding distance orders the population according to each of their
objectives, as shown in Algorithm 2. In order to do this, each solution of
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the population is associated with a distance value. The boundary solutions
with maximum and minimum values have their distance value set to an infi-
nite distance value. All intermediate solutions are associated with a distance
value which is equal to the normalized absolute value of the difference be-
tween the function values of the two neighbouring solutions. In Algorithm 2
I[i].m refers to the m-th objective of the i -th individual and fmmax and f
m
min
are the maximum and minimum values of the m-th objective. After associat-
ing each solution with a distance value, it becomes possible to compare two
solutions according to their proximity to the others. When the last layer of
the population is ordered, according to the values of the crowding distance,
the individuals with the greatest distance, i.e., the most diverse individu-
als, are added into Pt+1 until the population size becomes equal to N. The
pseudocode of the crowding distance procedure can be seen in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Crowding distance algorithm
for each solution of the front Fj do
I[i].distance← 0 ;
end
for each objective function m = 1, 2, ...,M do
Order the solutions ;
Add the solutions to the list Im ;
end
for each border solutions (min and max) do
I[1].distance← I[l].distance←∞;
end
for each intermediate solutions do




2.3.4. Objective functions employed in this work
As mentioned before, it is known that the robustness of the genetic code
is higher when the polar requirement is used. The second highest robustness
level is achieved with the hydropathy index and the third one with molecular
volume [18, 33]. We use this information about different robustness levels
in order to determine the priorities of the objectives in the proposed lexico-
graphic approach. Hence, for each code to be evaluated, we compute Eq. 2
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Figure 2: Example of application of the swap operator.
Figure 3: Example of application of the mutation operator.
three times: for polar requirement (f1); for hydropathy index (f2), and for
molecular volume (f3). In this way, when two codes are compared for the
lexicographic approach, we first compute f1 using the two codes. If the dif-
ference is not significant we check f2, and finally, if the difference regarding
f2 is not significant, we check f3. For the weighted formula approach, we
define weights w1 for f1, w2 for f2, and w3 for f3. For the Pareto approach,
the 3 objectives are considered: f1, f2, and f3.
2.3.5. GA operators
The GA uses two reproduction operators: swap and mutation. These
two operators were also used in [33]. The first one interchanges amino acids
associated with two codons, i.e., two positions in an individual are randomly
selected and their amino acids are swapped as shown in Figure 2.
In the mutation operator, a position is selected in the code (individual)
and its corresponding amino acid is replaced by another one, selected among
the 20 possible amino acids (Figure 3). The position and the new amino acid
are randomly selected using a uniform distribution.
In order to select the individuals to be reproduced, tournament selec-
tion is employed. In this technique, a percentage of individuals is randomly
selected and the best individual is chosen. In order to choose the best indi-
vidual between two solutions (A and B) in the lexicographic approach, we
compare the evaluations of the first, highest-priority objective (f1, i.e., Mst
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for polar requirement) for each solution. If the absolute value of the differ-
ence between the evaluations is higher than one standard deviation, then the
solution with the lowest value of the first objective is chosen. However, when
the difference is not higher than one standard deviation, the evaluations of
the second objective (f2, i.e., Mst for hydropathy index) for the two solutions
are compared. Then, if this difference is lower than one standard deviation,
the evaluations of the last objective (f3, i.e., Mst for molecular volume) for
the two solutions are compared. If this difference is not larger than one stan-
dard deviation, then the solution with the lowest value of the first objective
is chosen, regardless of how large the difference is. The standard deviation
value of each objective is calculated over the population in the current gen-
eration. Hence, at the beginning of the simulation, the standard deviations
will be generally higher than at the end. Furthermore, elitism is used to
preserve the best individual found in the previous generation.
2.4. Single-objective genetic algorithm
In order to provide a comparison with the previously described multi-
objective GA, we also tested a single-objective GA. In this case, we used a
standard GA and each individual is evaluated usingMst for polar requirement
as the objective to be optimized. The individual representation, mutation
and swap operators are the same as for the multi-objective GA.
2.5. Analysis of the solutions found by the genetic algorithms
In order to compare the standard genetic code to the best codes obtained
by the GA, we use four measures:
• Percentage of Minimization Distance (pmd), as described in [8];






where f¯i is the estimated average evaluation of objective i for all possi-
ble genetic codes, fi(C) is the evaluation of objective i for genetic code
C (i.e., the code being evaluated), and Cc is the standard genetic code.
The evaluation fi is given by Eq. 2, considering one of the three proper-
ties of the amino acids (polar requirement, hydropathy, and molecular
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volume). The value of f¯i is computed as the mean evaluation of ob-
jective i for a large number of random codes (100 million codes were
generated). Higher values of pmdi imply greater proximity between the
evaluations of objective i for codes C (standard code), relative to the
estimated average evaluation for all possible codes. When computing
pmd, we assume that fi(C) < f¯i, i.e., the solutions found by the GA
(at the end of each GA run) always have smaller fitness values than the
estimated average of random codes’ fitness values. We also include the
absolute operator in the formula; it is necessary since the hypotheti-
cal codes generated in a multi-objective approach are not always better
than the standard code. When this happens we will indicate whether or
not the solution is better than the standard code in terms of fitness. In
order to compare the solutions found by the multi-objective approach
proposed here to the solutions found by the single-objective algorithm,
in the proposed approach pmdi is computed only for the robustness
against mutations considering the polar requirement (to simplify nota-
tion, pmd will be used to denote pmdi in the rest of the paper).
• Improvement, as described in [33];
This measure, which is related to pmd, gives the relative improvement






Improvement should decrease as pmd increases and it provides a mea-
sure of how the best codes found by the GA improved the evaluation
(fitness) of the solution compared to the standard code’s evaluation.
Like pmd, improvement will be computed for the robustness against
mutations considering only the polar requirement (referred to as imp).
The improvement can be a negative value, since the generated hypo-
thetical codes are not always better than the SGC. Values of improve-
ment close to zero mean greater proximity between the evaluation of
the i-th objective of the hypothetical code being analysed and the SGC.
• Number of Matches;
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This measure computes the number of amino acids codified by the same
codon in the standard genetic code and in the evaluated code (the best
code produced by a GA run).
• Entropy;




p(k, C) log p(k, C) (6)
where p(k, C) is the relative frequency of the k-th amino acid in the
genetic code C [30].
Higher values of entropy mean that the distribution of codons related to
amino acids is more uniform. The opposite situation occurs when the
entropy is low and we have few amino acids related to large groups of
codons. The number of codons related to amino acids is not controlled
by the algorithm in the non-restrictive encoding. Hence, the size of
the groups of codons can fluctuate. However, the frequency of codons
related to amino acids in the standard genetic code (SGC) is almost
uniform, i.e., it has a high entropy. We employ the entropy as a measure
to compare the distribution of hypothetical codes with the distribution
of the SGC. Higher values of entropy means a more uniform distribution
of codons, i.e., more similar to the SGC ’s distribution.
3. Results and discussion
The multi-objective and single-objective approaches were implemented in
C++. To adjust the simulation parameters, we chose a reasonably diverse
range of swap rate (50%, 70% and 90%) and two mutation rates (1% and
5%), which means on average from 0 to 3 mutations per individual.
Table 3 presents the robustness results found considering polar require-
ment. The first column represents the swap and mutation rates used. One
can observe that the lowest values were those for 1% of mutation rate.
We performed the statistical non-parametric Wilcoxon signed-rank test,
in order to compare the results for different swap and mutation rates. The
p-values found can seen in Table 4.
According to Table 4, we found statistically significant differences between
the experiments with the same swap rate and different mutation rates (1%
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Table 3: Mean, standard deviation and minimum values of robustness values (when polar
requirement is considered) calculated for the best codes found by the single-objective GA
in the last generation (over 30 runs).







Table 4: P-values obtained using the Wilcoxon signed rank test, comparison of swap rates.
The robustness values were calculated for the best codes found by the single-objective GA.
swap/mut. 50% 1% 70% 1% 90% 1% 50% 5% 70% 5% 90% 5%
50% 1% 0.7172 0.01788 3.725e-08
70% 1% 0.7172 0.02906 3.725e-09
90% 1% 0.01788 0.02906 3.278e-07
50% 5% 3.725e-08 0.7655 0.6391
70% 5% 3.725e-09 0.7655 0.09633
90% 5% 3.278e-07 0.6391 0.09633
and 5%), at the significance level of 5%. Comparing the results for different
swap rates for mutation rate 1%, we did not find statistically differences only
between the results for swap rates of 50% and 70%. The robustness values
(Table 3) show that the experiments with 50% and 70% of swap and 1%
of mutation present the same mean value of robustness, but the experiment
with 50% of swap has slightly lower minimum value of robustness. Hence, the
following experiments, presented bellow, were performed considering 50% of
swap rate and 1% of mutation. The population size used was 100 and the
tournament size was set to 3% of the population size.
Each algorithm was executed 10 times during 1000 generations with dif-
ferent random seeds used to create the initial population. After publication
the source code of the three approaches will be freely available in Github at:
https://github.com/larizalaura/Genetic-Algorithms-employed-to-Genetic-Code-
Adaptability-Study.
Table 5 presents the pmd and improvement values obtained by the single-
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Table 5: Mean, standard deviation and best values of pmd (when polar requirement is
considered) and improvement calculated for the best codes found by the single-objective
GA in the last generation (over 30 runs).
mean ± std best
robustness 1.21±0.13 0.98
pmd 87.10 ± 1.07% 90.11%
imp. 55.47 ± 9.55% 39.95%
matches 4.47 (7.33%) ± 2.88 12 (19.67%)
objective GA using only Mst with polar requirement, considering 1% of mu-
tation rate and 50% of swap rate. The best values of pmd are the highest
ones, close to 100%, while the best values of improvement are those close to
zero.
The results presented in Table 5 are close to the values reported in the
literature. Santos and Monteagudo found a pmd value of 85% and an im-
provement of 63%.
The Pareto approach was used in two scenarios, considering 2 and 3
objectives. The lexicographic approach was used with the following objective
priority order: polar requirement, hydropathy index and molecular volume.
This choice was based on the robustness level of each property [18, 33]. To set
up the weighted-formula approach we also used the same priority order used
by lexicographic approach, doing experiments with different weight values,
increasing or decreasing the weights of each property in a way that respected
their priority order.
Table 6 shows Mst values for polar requirement (PR), hydropathy index
(HI) and molecular volume (MV) obtained at the end of the simulation for all
algorithms. The values ofMst obtained for the standard genetic code are also
provided. One can observe that the code generated by the single-objective
approach presents the lowest value for Mst with PR, which is expected since
only PR was minimised in the optimisation process. The multi-objective ap-
proaches, specially the Pareto one, obtain higher values of Mst for HI and for
MV. This happens mainly because the Mst for PR influences optimisation.
The lexicographic, weighted-formula (all of its versions) and Pareto (optimis-
ing PR and HI) approaches obtain Mst values for HI better than the value
for the SGC. Also, all optimisation approaches, except Pareto with PR and
HI, obtain Mst values for MV lower than the one for the SGC.
Still observing Table 6, the lowest Mst obtained by a multi-objective ap-
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proach was obtained by a code generated by the weighted-formula approach,
with weights: w1 = 0.8, w2 = 0.15 e w3 = 0.05, which gives the highest
weight to Mst considering PR. The main problem with this approach is that
the weights are arbitrarily chosen. Comparing the Pareto approaches, note
that the best values of Mst were obtained when only HI was used along with
PR. When Mst considering MV is used, higher values of Mst for PR were
obtained, i.e. minimising that objective (MV) has some negative effect on
Mst considering PR optimisation.
Table 7 shows the Mst values for the best hypothetical codes obtained
by all the approaches. The Mst value for the SGC is also shown. In the
single-objective, lexicographic and weighted-formula approaches, only one
hypothetical code is obtained at the end of the simulation, whereas, in the
Pareto approach, all the non-dominated solutions are shown. Considering the
concept of Pareto dominance (Section 2.3), we classified all the solutions ac-
cording to their dominance with respect to the SGC. The column dominance
shows whether or not the code dominates the SGC, considering its values of
Mst. One can observe that the hypothetical codes generated by the single-
objective, lexicographic and weighted-formula approaches dominate the SGC.
Considering Pareto solutions with two objectives, i.e, Pareto(PR and HI) and
Pareto(PR and MV), one can observe that all these solutions do not domi-
nate the SGC. When considering Pareto(PR, HI and MV), one can observe
that 4 of 9 solutions dominate the SGC.
Figure 4 shows the solutions found by the Pareto approaches along with
the SGC. Solutions dominated by the SGC were removed. One can observe
that the solutions generated by the Pareto approach with PR and HI seem
to be closer to the SGC than the ones generated with the three properties.
Table 8 shows the pmd values of Mst considering PR. The pmd values
show how close the hypothetical codes’ fitness values are from the SGC ’s
fitness. The mean best values found were obtained by the lexicographic,
weighted-formula and Pareto approaches; all of them with pmd values higher
than 90%. The best values of pmd found in [34] were around 85%, close to
the values obtained for the single objective algorithm here.
Table 9 presents the values of improvement (Section 2.5). Improvement
indicates how a hypothetical code improves the fitness value compared to the
SGC. If the hypothetical codes’ fitness is worse than the SGC ’s fitness, the
improvement value is negative.
Improvement and pmd are complementary measures. For example, the
single-objective GA obtained the lowest value of pmd and the highest value
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Table 6: Results of Mst for the best individuals obtained by the algorithms. The mean
results are averaged over 10 runs. The Mst is computed considering polar requirement
(PR), hydropathy index (HI) and molecular volume (MV).
mean ± std best
Single-objective Mst (PR) 1.16± 0.14 0.92
Single-objective Mst (HI) 5.35 ± 1.14 3.92
Single-objective Mst (MV) 1331.63 ± 257.99 989.50
Lexicographic Mst (PR) 1.86 ± 0.25 1.40
Lexicographic Mst (HI) 3.71 ± 0.72 2.56
Lexicographic Mst (MV) 1590.46 ± 339.79 996.13
Weighted(0.4/0.35/0.25) Mst (PR) 1.80 ± 0.30 1.17
Weighted(0.4/0.35/0.25) Mst (HI) 2.75 ± 0.44 1.86
Weighted(0.4/0.35/0.25) Mst (MV) 760.10 ± 111.14 527.67
Weighted(0.6/0.3/0.1) Mst (PR) 1.49 ± 0.20 1.14
Weighted(0.6/0.3/0.1) Mst (HI) 2.20 ± 0.39 1.57
Weighted(0.6/0.3/0.1) Mst (MV) 972.09 ± 163.03 743.17
Weighted(0.8/0.15/0.05) Mst (PR) 1.40 ± 0.25 1.05
Weighted(0.8/0.15/0.05) Mst (HI) 2.38 ± 0.34 1.79
Weighted(0.8/0.15/0.05) Mst (MV) 969.97 ± 168.21 691.97
Pareto(PR and HI) Mst (PR) 1.96 ± 0.61 1.57
Pareto(PR and HI) Mst (HI) 3.65 ± 0.86 2.29
Pareto(PR and HI) Mst (MV) 2755.20 ± 704.21 2008.49
Pareto(PR and MV) Mst (PR) 6.84 ± 0.68 6.38
Pareto(PR and MV) Mst (HI) 14.73 ± 1.67 13.69
Pareto(PR and MV) Mst (MV) 1084.79 ± 50.47 1027.73
Pareto(PR, HI and MV) Mst (PR) 5.05 ± 1.97 3.20
Pareto(PR, HI and MV) Mst (HI) 7.46 ± 2.18 5.72
Pareto(PR, HI and MV) Mst (MV) 1569.18 ± 353.34 1027.73
SGC Mst (PR) 2.63
SGC Mst (HI) 4.61
SGC Mst (MV) 1766.77
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Table 7: Mst values of non-dominated solutions found by all approaches and Mst values
of SGC.
Approach PR HI MV Dominance
Single-objective 0.9 4.1 1684.7 yes
Lexicographic 1.4 2.9 1298.3 yes
Weighted(0.4/0.35/0.25) 1.3 2.0 711.0 yes
Weighted(0.6/0.3/0.1) 1.4 1.7 743.2 yes
Weighted(0.8/0.15/0.05) 1.1 2.1 692.0 yes
Pareto(PR and HI) 3.8 2.3 4209.7 no
Pareto(PR and HI) 2.4 2.6 3230.5 no
Pareto(PR and HI) 2.5 2.4 3849.2 no
Pareto(PR and HI) 1.7 3.4 2649.0 no
Pareto(PR and HI) 1.6 4.2 2320.6 no
Pareto(PR and HI) 1.6 4.2 2375.5 no
Pareto(PR and HI) 1.7 3.6 2519.3 no
Pareto(PR and HI) 1.6 4.6 2298.4 no
Pareto(PR and HI) 1.6 4.2 2333.6 no
Pareto(PR and HI) 1.6 4.7 2008.5 no
Pareto(PR and HI) 1.6 4.1 2294.9 no
Pareto(PR and HI) 1.6 4.7 2188.7 no
Pareto(PR and HI) 1.8 3.3 2545.8 no
Pareto(PR and HI) 2.1 2.7 3749.1 no
Pareto(PR and MV) 6.4 13.7 1123.6 no
Pareto(PR and MV) 6.5 13.8 1103.1 no
Pareto(PR and MV) 7.6 16.7 1027.7 no
Pareto(PR, HI and MV) 4.0 7.0 1496.0 no
Pareto(PR, HI and MV) 6.6 7.3 1342.2 no
Pareto(PR, HI and MV) 7.7 11.1 1097.2 no
Pareto(PR, HI and MV) 7.7 11.3 1149.7 no
Pareto(PR, HI and MV) 6.2 7.0 1352.5 no
Pareto(PR, HI and MV) 3.4 5.8 1906.1 yes
Pareto(PR, HI and MV) 3.2 5.8 1932.6 yes
Pareto(PR, HI and MV) 3.4 5.7 1922.4 yes
Pareto(PR, HI and MV) 3.2 6.2 1924.0 yes
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Figure 4: Pareto Frontier, considering all non-dominated solutions.
Table 8: Values of pmd for all tested approaches.
mean ± std maximum
Single-objective pdm 86.75±1.10% 89.75%
Lexicographic pdm 92.59±2.29% 98.04%
Weighted(0.4/0.35/0.25) pdm 92.03± 2.70% 96.45%
Weighted(0.6/0.3/0.1) pdm 89.33± 1.67% 93.50%
Weighted(0.8/0.15/0.05) pdm 88.54± 2.11% 93.09%
Pareto(PR and HI) pdm 91.92±3.22% 98.98%
Pareto(PR and MV) pdm 55.32± 7.19% 60.16%
Pareto(PR, HI and MV) pdm 74.29± 20.84% 93.85%
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Table 9: Improvement values for all tested approaches.
mean ± std best
Single-objective 55.94± 5.23% 41.08%
Lexicographic 19.04± 9.44% 7.19%
Ponder(0.4/0.35/0.25) 31.49± 11.58% 13.22%
Ponder(0.6/0.3/0.1) 43.11± 7.44% 25.00%
Ponder(0.8/0.15/0.05) 46.81± 9.55% 26.72%
Pareto(PR and HI) 25.32±3.79% 23.35%
Pareto(PR and MV) -136.23± 61.27 -69.76%
Pareto(PR, HI and MV) -92.49± 74.98% -22.14%
of improvement, i.e., its solution is the most distant one from the SGC, in
terms of fitness. In this case, the lexicographic GA’s solutions present the
best improvement values. The best values of improvement found in [34] were
about 63%.
Table 10 shows the number of matches between the best hypothetical
codes of each approach and the SGC. It is important to note that the number
of coincidences was small. One explanation is that the used encoding does
not relate codons to their respective amino acids, that is, as long as the
robustness function is minimised, the amino acid that binds to a given codon
is not taken into account. Note that the codon-amino acid associations that
emerge from the obtained solutions are different from the associations present
in the SGC. A plausible explanation is that, obviously, during the evolution
of the SGC, several other factors led to the emergence of these associations,
factors that are not being considered for the robustness function used in this
study.
Table 11 presents the entropy results. The entropy of the SGC is 2.87.
The approaches with solutions presenting higher entropy were the Pareto and
lexicographic approaches. Note that the single-objective approach presents
the lowest entropy value, which is expected, since the combination of non-
restrictive encoding and single-objective approach generates codes with some
amino acids associated with a large number of codons. Despite the fact that
the entropy is not directly used in the evaluation function, the use of a
multi-objective approach solves the unbalanced frequency problem. This re-
sult shows that it is not necessary to use a restrictive encoding, as it has
been done in the literature. Also, codes with higher entropy are more bi-
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Table 10: Number of structural coincidences for all approaches tested.
mean ± std best
Single-objective 4.97 ± 3.93 15(24.59%)
Lexicographic 3.10 ± 2.51 9 (14.75%)
Weighted(0.4/0.35/0.25) 3.57 ± 2.76 9 (14.75%)
Weighted(0.6/0.3/0.1) 3.33 ± 3.92 15 (24.59%)
Weighted(0.8/0.15/0.05) 3.57 ± 2.76 13 (21.31%)
Pareto(PR and HI) 3.86±2.07 9 (14.75%)
Pareto(PR and MV) 3.33±0.58 4 (6.56%)
Pareto(PR, HI and MV) 3.71±2.36 6 (9.84%)
Table 11: Entropy values for all approaches tested.
mean ± std best
Single-objective 0.75 ± 0.05 0.84
Lexicographic 2.70 ± 0.11 2.90
Weighted(0.4/0.35/0.25) 2.42 ± 0.09 2.63
Weighted(0.6/0.3/0.1) 2.40 ± 0.12 2.62
Weighted(0.8/0.15/0.05) 2.41 ± 0.10 2.56
Pareto(PR and HI) 2.64 ± 0.03 2.71
Pareto(PR and MV) 2.89 ± 0.03 2.91
Pareto(PR, HI and MV) 2.89 ± 0.01 2.92
SGC 2.87
ologically plausible. Figure 5 shows a hypothetical code, generated by the
single-objective approach, in which 18 codons are associated with the amino
acid Serine and 14 with Alanine, i.e. this code presents a low entropy value.
In the SGC, the higher number of codons associated with a single amino acid
is 6. A code generated by the lexicographic approach can be seen in Figure
6. This code presents higher entropy, and is more similar to the SGC and
biologically more plausible.
4. Conclusion
In this paper, we proposed three different multi-objective approaches for













Figure 5: Frequencies of codons related to amino acids for the best hypothetical code
found by the single-objective approach.
the literature where only one property is used to compute the fitness of a
genetic code, in this study three amino acid properties are used to compare
the genetic codes. More precisely, we use robustness measures based on
polar requirement, hydropathy index and molecular volume as objectives to
be optimised.
Using all multi-objective approaches, we found higher pmd values than
those reported in the literature. We also found solutions whose frequencies of
codons associated with amino acids are more similar to the frequencies in the
standard code than those found by the single-objective approach. This result
also indicates that it is not necessary to use a restrictive encoding to reduce
the search space of the problem. Hence, using multi-objective optimisation
to study the genetic code’s adaptability seems to be a promising approach.
Also, it seems a more realistic approach, because it does not seem plausible
that the robustness of the genetic code was optimised considering only one
amino acid property.
The best values of pmd and improvement were found using the lexico-













Figure 6: Frequencies of codons related to amino acids for the best hypothetical code
found by lexicographic approach.
lexicographic GA are closer to the fitness of the SGC than the fitness values
of the codes found by the other approaches. The best entropy values were
found by the Pareto and lexicographic approaches. The results also showed
that it is possible to obtain good solutions using the weighted-formula ap-
proach, choosing a good combination of weights. However, the choice of
weights is arbitrary.
Furthermore, the approach based on the robustness measures adopted
here, and in other papers in the literature, does not seem to be able to
explain, by itself, the structure of the standard genetic code. One could
suppose that the SGC is located in a local optimum in the search space, which
would explain these results. Santos and Montegudo, as well as Knight and
colleagues, also suggested that [34, 22] in previous studies. Their experiments
resulted in hypothetical codes with structures similar to the SGC, but still
different from it. Hence, future studies should address also other objectives
to be considered in the study of the genetic code’s adaptability. In addition,
other characteristics of the problem should be addressed, like studying the
role of the stop codons in the optimisation problem and the relation between
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each codon and the amino acids associated with that codon. There are several
studies considering the role of stop codons in the genetic code, for instance:
[23]; [37]. However, there is no study combining the robustness functions
used here with the stop codon information; this could be an interesting future
research direction.
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